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trustthe Lord's Prayer when one version gives it with this ending, and one

without? What is the Lord's prayer, anyway? Well if you just read the

.11. .. that the Lord is saying, 1xxix it is not vain reotiion that

matters. It is not these exact words that matter. It is not giving some-

thing k 3/)i . on men. It is the thought that are stressed, and that's

what matters. It is the vital thing here of this part of His teaching. Now,

this is x something we can't mark. It is something there is no way for

us to judge it by. It is something that even after you graduate, you may be

entirely wrong about it. And our recommendations 5-h may be entirely

untrue, because we can't judge this passage, but the Lord can. The Lord knows

whether The Lord knows whether 5j- here, because

that is the acceptã thing to do. Or whether you have done it out of a

heart that loves Him. The Lord knows whether you have mouthed over

this Lord's prayer, as a repition .... 5 3/k..., or whether the thought of it

has sunk deep into your heard, and become a reality to you. The Lord knows

and the Lord ... .6..., but the Lord wants us to think about it, and He wants

us to meditate upon it, and He wants us to do our best to make sure that we

are not using vain repetitions, and we are not doing things to be seen of

men, and we are not making the motivation of our life the pleasure that other

people are going to take, and what they see, or ow well they think about us,

but itis the relation to God as typified by the Lord's Prayer, and I think

we x can say about this Lord's Prayer -- somebody said it shouldn't

be called the Lord's Prayer, but the disciples's prayer, and of course it

is true. The Lord's Prayer 6- This is not the prayer that

~t~ Lord said, but it is the prayer that the Lord gives the discioles, but

it is the disciples to whom He gives it. This is not the prayer that the

Lord gives to the unsaved. You hear unsaved people rambling over and over it,

as if it did them some good, and it does nobody who is unsaved

any good to say this prayer/f, in fact 7 , it is the disicp

prayer. It is the prayer that is meant for the one who has been saved through

the Lord Jesus Christ, and t one who hasn't has absolutely no right to say
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